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Free lightroom alternative raw

Maybe you're dissatisfied with Adobe's licensing terms. Or you're intimidated by the Lightroom floor learning curve. Or maybe, you just don't want to spend a monthly subscription if there are tons of free options out there. No matter which reason applies to you, this guide can help. Today, we'll explore ten free Lightroom alternatives and
find the photo editor that's right for you. Let's dig it! 1. Pixlr Prices: Free. Fee plans start at $4.90/month when paid annually. Grab Pixlr's lifetime deal on AppSumo today for $49. Pixlr's a no-brainer if you're a photo editing newbie. This browser-based editing software offers powerful and easy-to-use tools (such as layer mask, gradient
effect) to bring your photos from meh to over. But what makes this online photo editor unique is its AI cutout tool. Click on the background or any unwanted object in your image, and the tool removes it in seconds! Desktop/Mobile App: Both Pros: AI cutout tool Intuitive user interface (no learning curve involved) Layers Attractive Overlay
Cons: Pixlr does not store images on your server. This means that you'll need to use the same computer and browser to find files stored in your account. Images are cached in your browser, and some browser or security configurations clear the cache when you close your browser. Best for: Remove background and unwanted objects. 2.
ON1 Photo RAW Prices: Free (mobile app only). Paid plans desktop start $5.99/month. Check out the professional photo organizer ON1, which takes your pictures to the next height. The ON1 free mobile app is relatively new and does not hold a candle for its desktop counterparts (i.e. lacks certain features). But when used together using
ON1 360, it is powerful. You can easily edit your phone and sync photos, metadata, edits, and albums back to your desktop. Talk about an effective way to speed up your workflow. Desktop/Mobile App: Both Pros: Clean and intuitive interface Healing Brush Robusti Effects Filters Cons: Frequent app crashes report Android users Laggy
performance, processing images best for: Organizing photos, improving photo quality, and synchronizing computers and devices. 3. Capture One Express Source: YouTube Prices: Free. Fee plans start at $10.69/month. If you are a Fujifilm user, you know it is difficult to process X-Trans virgin files in the lightroom. Remember the strange
worm artifacts that always appeared throughout your picture? Yikes. Well, you never have to go through that again to capture One Express. Known for its powerful processing tools and flexibility, this image editing software enhances your photos (worm-free!) and revives them. Desktop/Mobile App: Both. For mobile apps, only the App
Store (Apple). Pros: Color Corrections tying functionality Customizable user interface Fujifilm Film Simulations (e.g. Fujifilm Provia, Fujifilm Fujifilm 2010 .c. Con: A steep learning curve, given that it is a more high-end tool compared to Lightroom. Best For: Raw processing for Fuji photographers. 4. Darktable Source: GDQuest Prices: Free
open source photography workflow software? Register us! Darktable is the ultimate sidekick of professional photographers who want to edit their images without destructive. Don't be fooled by this free software. It has tons of incredibly advanced features (such as excellent noise reduction techniques, several masking tools to edit specific
parts of the photo leaving other areas intact). Desktop/Mobile App: Desktop Pros: Automatic processes (e.g. lens correction, sharpening, etc.) Advanced masking tools Con: Clucky user interface. Users report feeling confused with modules and navigation. Best for: Image masking. 5. RawTherapee Prices: Free If you find darktable
unsuitable for your needs, then RawTherapee is your next best choice. This free virgin photo processing system is a devilish when sharpening and color correction images. Desktop /Mobile App: Desktop Pros: Noise Reduction Sharpening Color Correction Demosaicing Tools rl Deconvolution Con: Batch image processing can be slow.
Best for: Light and color-correcting image. 6. Photo Lab Prices: Free Turn your profile pic into a cartoon of yourself with a click of a button. With advanced AI-driven technology, Photo Lab generates an animated portrait in seconds. Other editing options include photo montages, collages and filters. Desktop/Mobile App: Mobile app Pros: AI
Cartoon Portrait Maker Con: Photo processing can take a long time. Best for: Converting portraits and suicides into animated styles. 7. GIMP Source: TechGumbo Prices: Free Say hello to GIMP, a free and open source imaging program. Despite its outdated interface (it does not appear to have been updated since the 1990s), it remains
a popular tool among professional photographers. Desktop/Mobile App: Desktop Pro: Very customizable via many plugins Cons: Unintuitive with a medium learning curve Minor lag issues (e.g. loading additional fonts) Outdated interface Best For: Extensive image manipulation for professional photographers. 8. PhotoScape X Prices:
Free. Fee plans cost $39.99. PhotoScape X, a lightweight photo editing software, is the perfect solution for basic editing. Whether it's an editing screenshot of a tutorial blog post or designing a poster for an upcoming virtual webinar, this tool can do it all. Desktop/Mobile App: Both. Mobile devices available only for Apple products. Pros:
User-friendly Various easy-to-use editing tools (e.g. cropping, color selection, focus stacking) Cons: Outdated interface Low image quality after editing (Tip: before saving compression level) Recommended: Edit basic images (such as resizing, cropping) for beginners. 9. VSCO Source: Google Play Prices: Free. VSCO VSCO VSCO cost
$19.99/year. With VSCO, anyone can create elegant photos. This mobile app preset package is a fantastic feature. Just choose one of the filters (such as M5, T1), and you can immediately convert your normal image into a work of art. Desktop /Mobile App: Mobile app Pros: User-friendly VSCO original presets Con: Minor error problems
(i.e. app crashes times). Best for: Add filters on the go. 10. Snapseed Source: App Store Prices: Free What to do if you can selectively adjust the brightness and saturation of any part of your photo... on mobile? With Snapseed, you can make it happen. Just place the dots on the #visualmagic and leave the algorithm to do the rest. Which
Lightroom Alternative will you use in 2020 and beyond? There is no perfect tool. If you're a business owner who wants to edit your photos only, go with Pixlr or PhotoScape X. Want to edit on the go? Try mobile apps like VSCO or Snapseed. If you're a professional photographer who knows your way around photo editing platforms, you
can't go crooked with darktable, RawTherapee, or GIMP. Heck, you might even want to use all three together! Let's do the ultimate recap: Pixlr: Removing background and unwanted objects. Grab Pixlr's lifetime deal on AppSumo today for $49. ON1 Phone RAW: Organize photos, improve their quality, and sync between computers and
devices. Capture One Express: Raw processing for Fuji photographers. Darktable: Image masking for professional photographers. RawTherapee: Light and color-correcting images for professional photographers. Photo Lab: Converting portraits and selfies to animated styles. GIMP: Extensive image manipulation for professional
photographers. PhotoScape X: Edit basic images (such as resizing, cropping) for beginners. VSCO: Adding filters on the go. Snapseed: Advanced photo editing on the go. Let us know in the comments that lightroom alternative is best for you. Looking for more software tools to enhance photos? Browse our lifetime offers at AppSumo. You
are sure to find what you need. by Alexandra Bateman on Dec 23, 2020Facebook38Tweet0LinkedIn0Pin6Total44Adbe is one of the world's best known brands when it comes to photo editing. With industry-standard photo editing software like Photoshop and Lightroom, there is no effect you can't achieve with Adobe. Given that Adobe is
so powerful, you might be wondering if there are free alternatives to Lightroom and Photoshop.While Photoshop may be a better known tool, Adobe Lightroom is a solution that many professional photographers rely on to process RAW images and organize content using titles, tags and metadata. The question is what will happen if you
don't have the money to pay Adobe Creative Cloud plan? Are there any alternatives to Lightroom? The short answer is yes! Digital photo editing programs have come a long way in recent years, and many reputable companies now make their own free photo editors. In this article, we'll introduce you the best Lightroom style editors you can
get for free, including:RawTherapeeIrfanviewLightzoneChasys Draw IESGoogle PhotosFree Alternatives to Lightroom1. RawTherapeeRawTherapee WorkspaceRawTherapee is one of the best known free alternatives to the Lightroom market today. This is followed by its lightning-fast performance, as well as excellent batch processing
and workflow support features. This advanced open source alternative to Lightroom is great for dealing with raw files and compressed images. Like Lightroom CC, it also supports non-destructive editing, which means you can return to the original files whenever you need it. The program's advanced imaging toolkit allows you to adjust
sharpness, colors, noise and more in minutes. If you're a Lightroom user, you'll be happy to know that the RawTherapee user interface reflects Adobe's leading photo editor so you can go directly to editing. But if you're worried about support, RawTherapee does have its own extensive documentation. You can find everything you need to
learn the ins and outs of rawpedia, an online encyclopedia of all related to the software. Pros:Non-destructive editingPhoto-editing programsBatch processingExcellent documentationCons:History resets as soon you close the featureNot quite as feature-rich as LightroomDoesn't do photo management2. IrfanViewIrfanView DemoIrfanView
is another great addition to this list of image editors. It combines an advanced image editing system with fantastic organization and photo management features. Although this program is not the most expensive choice on the market, it is packed with excellent tools for professionals with different abilities. IrfanView is also one of the best
options for cataloging images and editing metadata. Perhaps one of the biggest draws of this Lightroom alternative is its customization options. The software offers various plug-ins to help expand its capabilities, including some that allow the program to read different file types. Other plugins allow you to paint with the software and even
add additional features. IrfanView also comes with regular updates and lively community forum for users who are happy to offer help. Pros: Great raw format supportBatch editing toolsSe weight and easy to useThey fastMulti language supportCons: UI not idealGIF viewing has bugsDifficult find preferences at the beginningOnly available
to PC users3. LightZoneLightZoneAnother a fantastic selection, LightZone is a non-destructive editing tool with excellent raw processing solutions. While you're using to have to accept to sign in before you can use this replacement Lightroom, you can now download it without creating an account. LightZone allows you to group and
organize filters according to your needs, as well as edit them using a variety of professional tools. Pros:Vector-based selection toolsIndestructive editingExcellent support raw filesCons:Difficult websiteBasic asset management features4. Chasys Draw IESChasys Draw is a great multifunctional photo editing tool and a good option for those
looking for free alternatives to Lightroom. In addition to the choice of great image editing tools, Chasys Draw also comes with image capture mode you can use to capture videos or more photos from your desktop. If you're familiar with Photoshop, you'll love that Chasys Draw IES is also a layer-based editor that makes creating local
customizations (such as local hue adjustments) easy. And, like Photoshop, Chasys Draw IES also allows you to create animations! While the raw processing of Chasys is not as intuitive as some of the other options out there, you get a lot of control over your image editing capabilities. Chasys also supports raw files from many of the
world's largest camera manufacturers. Pros:Flexible and powerful programNet codingFast and efficientCons:Complex user interfaceSteep learning curve5. Google PhotosGoogle Photos are not the most arousing lightroom alternative, but it's a great place to manage, store, and organize your pictures. It's available both online and as a
program with an additional desktop tool that you can use to upload additional pictures. Google's photo program is also very convenient for editing and managing photos on Android phones. You can use the online interface to convert and process your raw images as well. Unfortunately, there's nothing close to the processing power of
Lightroom included in the photos. However, it is still worth considering whether you are looking for free alternatives, especially if you need a cloud based service. Because Google saves all your pictures to the digital cloud, you can access them from any device at any time. This makes this Lightroom an alternative to the perfect on-the-go
photo editors. Pros: Simple and intuitive interfaceFree online storageSelf filters to choose from FromMobile applicationCons: Limited processing powerNot as many features as LightroomConclusionThere is no doubt about it, Lightroom and Lightroom Mobile are powerful photo editors. It's hard to compete with their range of features,
including custom preset, batch processing, non-destructive RAW editing capabilities, and more. But finding a free Lightroom alternative is possible! Try the photo editors in this list to see how they're compared to Adobe Lightroom. If you are looking for even more Lightroom alternative software, Capture One Pro, Corel PaintShop Pro,
Affinity Photo, or any other on this might be interested in these related articles: These are our top five free alternatives to the Lightroom market today. What are your favorite tools to use instead of Lightroom? Let us know in the comments, and remember to follow us on Facebook and Twitter.Facebook38Tweet0LinkedIn0Pin6Total44Envira
Gallery helps photographers create beautiful photo and video galleries in just a few clicks so they can showcase and sell their work. Work.
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